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M.A. HART CUP COMPETITIONS ROUND UP  

Kraken performance stuns Cup holders 
MARK HART SUNDAY SENIOR CUP holders FC Hadjuk are at risk of failing to qualify for the 

semi finals after Kraken Sports produced a stunning performance to subdue them 4-1 in the 

second leg of the Group B matches.     

Ryan Barker was outstanding for Kraken in central midfield while Pat Spiteri had a hand in all 

four goals.     Spiteri scored the first of his two goals midway through the first half and Max 

Wilcock added a second on the half hour from the penalty spot after Spiteri had been 

brought down taking the ball past the ‘keeper.    Spiteri struck again eight minutes into the 

second half while Dominic Panesar-Dower scored Kraken’s fourth in the 71st minute, drilling 

home Spiteri’s cross.    

Elliott Dawson scored a late consolation goal for Hajduk who must now beat East 

Christchurch Athletic by three or more goals in their third leg game in order to qualify for the 

semi finals with Kraken Sports who are already through regardless of the outcome of the 

other game. 

 

Athletic through to the semi finals 
Grange Athletic are through to the semi finals after they just got the better of East 

Christchurch SSC 4-3 in Group A.     Tony O’Callaghan, Callum Doe, Dillon King, and substitute 

Harrison Barnes were the Grange Sports marksmen with East Christchurch replying through 

Callum Dickenson, Levi Ridealgh, and substitute Kieran Davis. 

Meanwhile West Howe threw themselves a lifeline when Josh Humphreys and Jacob Monk 

ensured a 2-0 success against Bournemouth Manor and they now need to take all three 

points from their third leg game with East Christchurch SSC who only need to draw in order  

to qualify with Grange Athletic. 

 

Luke’s hat-trick is decisive for Rushmere 
Luke Pidgley’s hat-trick for Rushmere proved decisive in their 4-1 second round victory over 

U.T.F.L. in the BDFA CAMERONS CUP.     Steve Mackay was the other Rushmere scorer while 

Lee Rayner who had given U.T.F.L. a 16th minute goal. 



JP Morgan were 4-0 winners against Bournemouth Electric thanks to Luke Brown, Dave 

Bratchford, Jhon Vera, and Ryan Roberts while Adam Watkins, Tolulope Adesoji, and 

Jonathan Ugochukmo Efedje gave Bournemouth Athletic a 3-0 success against Poole 

Wanderers in the other second round tie. 

 

Jack’s brace puts paid to Borough  
There were some upsets in the first round ties with Jack Delves bagging a brace when Fourth 

Division New Forest Rangers put paid to New Milton Borough from Division Three 3-0 with 

the other goal coming from Michael McElhatten. 

Yusuf Akanni scored the vital goal when 

Division Five pacesetters Wallisdown 

Wanderers ousted Southside Vipers 

from Division Four 1-0 while Third 

Division Westover Bournemouth 

shaded it 2-1 against Second Division 

West Howe Reserves.     Charlie Shears 

put Westover in front just before the 

interval and George Corbin scored their 

winner shortly after Phil Ambrose 

equalised for the visitors in the early 

minutes of the second half. 

 

Paul is Camerons’ four goal star 
Paul Johnson was the four goal star when Camerons poleaxed Unite 9-0.    Dan Cook struck 

twice with Casey Bonsfield, Rob Hepple, and substitute George Brandreth adding one each 

while Unite’s Sufiyan Tahir saw red. 

Bourne, the early leaders of Division 

Two, bowed out when Jack Pallant’s 63rd 

minute goal gave them the verdict 1-0 

and A.P.R. were also 1-0 winners when 

Ollie Fox’s first half strike was enough to 

subdue Camerons Reserves. 

Darren Chatten netted for Church Hill 

United but Southbourne Athletic eased 

them out 4-1 thanks to Andy Gilbert’s 

brace and a goal apiece from substitutes 

Nat Duah and Sam Broom. 



 Victoria Park Rangers crush Celtic 
James Fraser and Nathan McDermott 

both bagged hat-tricks when Victoria Park 

Rangers crushed Boscombe Celtic 10-1.   

Connor Picken and Jordan Picken added 

two each with Steve Flynn also on target 

with Neil McCormack scoring the 

consolation goal for Celtic. 

Tom Prior and Mitchell Speechley-Price 

struck for NMO  but Bournemouth Sports 

had the upper hand 4-2 courtesy of Ollie 

Bolton and a Reece Evans hat-trick. 

Phil Maidment and substitute Liam Carpenter nabbed two each in Woodville Wanderers’ 8-1 

triumph over Nelson Athletic.   Woodville’s other goals came via substitute Chris Houlihan, 

Rob Scadding, Miles Hooker, and an own goal while Jordi Gentle scored Athletic’s 

consolation goal. 

 

Spurs’ last minute equaliser is to no avail  
Substitute Luke Driscoll’s 89th minute strike for Hordle Spurs Reserves took their tie with 

Upton Sociedad to penalties with the scores level at 3-3.    There was to be no happy ending 

for Spurs though as Sociedad went through 5-4 on penalties.   Gary Parsons and George 

Boultwood were the other Hordle scorers with Sociedad replying through Ryan Masson and 

a couple of goals from Sam Tucker. 

Liam Holland struck twice for Rushmere Reserves but Muscliffe Dynamos edged them out 3-

2 thanks to goals from Spencer Lummis, Morgan Jackson, and Ben Mead.    Both teams 

finished the game with ten men after Muscliff’s Mason Francis and Rushmere substitute 

Nahuel Molina each saw red. 

 

LEAGUE ROUND UP 

United go six points clear in Division Four  
In the only M.A. HART SUNDAY LEAGUE game taking place, newly promoted CST South 

United opened up a six point lead at the top of DIVISION FOUR after Simon Teixeira struck 

twice to give them the upper hand 4-2 against New Milton Borough Reserves.     Jake Jones 

and Adam Coley were the other CST scorers while Borough replied through George Linger 

and an own goal. 


